
SKU: S18675

INVACARE BIRDIE
180KG PATIENT LIFT
HOISTS
From: $4,499.99
The Birdie Evo Hoist has been designed to
offer a high feature-set of options that have
been blended with new technologies to
provide maximum comfort and security
when lifting or transferring a patient to or
from a bed, chair or even the floor. Users
can be easily rotated 360°, making
positioning much easier for carers, and
reducing anxiety for clients. The leg width is
electrically or mechanically adjustable, with
a minimum width of 64cm and a maximum
spread up to 102cm. The Birdie EVO is easily
folded without needing the use of tools,
thereby taking up minimal space & making
storage & transport easier.

Scan QR code to
view product online



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Maximised space: the high boom ensures there is space for the client, even when the hoist is in
its highest position and the optimised space in front of the actuator reduces the risk of injury to
the clients’ knees
Easy rotation: the user can be easily rotated 360° while being lifted, promoting easier transfers
and positioning between bed, chair or wheelchair
Improved ergonomic hook design for easier sling attachment. This design allows the loop on the
sling to be attached with just one hand. A wider hook makes positioning loops easier, whilst the
hook’s nose has been designed to prevent slings sliding out unintentionally, reducing the risk of
injury
Optional 4-point spreader bar – accessory (S300789)
Smartlock: a new quick release mechanism makes it simple and safe to exchange the spreader
bar without tools. Enhanced safety is provided via a swallow tail connection that is further
secured by a locking pin to ensure both parts of the system remain in place
Slow’R: a new dampener has been designed and integrated into the boom to reduce the rocking
movement of the client, giving them a more comfortable experience and providing carers with
more control during lifts and transfers
Tool-less folding for compact storage
Electric leg adjustment
Includes 2-point spreader bar
Detachable battery pack
Ergonomic push bar makes handling and manoeuvring even easier.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Minimum Base Width 640 mm

Maximum Inside Base Width
(Max Spread) 1020 mm

Lifting Range 415 mm-1660 mm

Length 1220 mm

Underbed Clearance 110 mm

Product Weight 40 kg

Battery Time 40 Cycles

Maximum Weight Capacity 180 kg

Brand Invacare


